


The content of this program, including all instructions, drawings, plans, BASIC and 
machine code routines and all copyright and other intellectual property rights therein 
belong to Argus Press Software Ltd. 
All rights conferred by the Law of Copyright and other intellectual property rights and by 
virtue of international copyright conventions, ·are specifically reserved to Argus Press 
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published. 



The computer has opened up a whole new world of games. Go 
beyond the games of fast reflexes and zapping aliens and you 
reach into that world. The computer takes on a life of its own. 
Adventure and strategy games. start where arcade games finish. 
Here is the world of imagination and though. MIND GAMES are a 
range of programs designed to stimulate that imagination and 
take you into new and strange worlds. 
Sophisticated graphics, and great presentation are all part of the 
package. 
Loading: 
The program on the cassette can be loaded into the computer 
using the following instructions: 
Atari 4/6/800: CLOAD. When the program is loaded type RUN. 

SPECTRUM 
48K: 

If the program loads subsequent programs 
remember to type RUN to run each program. 
LOAD''''. If the program loads subsequent 
programs remember to stop the tape If told 
to do so. --
Press SHIFT and RUN/STOP. 

Playing the game: 

This is a full graphics adventure with every location illustrated. All manner of 
nasty creatures must be killed or avoided. Rats and ferocious dogs are just to 
start you off! You'll find all the objects you need to escape. Of course, you'll 
need steady neNes and you must exorcise that ghost. 

The game responds to inputs such as: 
Run Read Letter 

It also accepts the following single letter abbreviations; N, S, E, W, U, D: for 
North, South, East, West, Up and Down. 

Press RETURN by itself to switch off the graphics. Press RETURN by itself to 
switch the graphics on again. Press RETURN or ENTER after each input. The 
program recognises 6 7 verbs and 94 nouns. The game has a SAVE facility in 
case you find it too much for one sitting. Just type SAVE and follow the 
screen prompts. 

The best of luck AND mind that language. 



CLOAK OF 
DEATH 

by David Cockram 

Strange what bets you'll accept after 
a few pints in the Local. Stay a night 
in the Major's old house, 'Easy' you 
said just because it's been empty for 
30years'. 

These words echo in your head as 
the front door closes, and try as you 
will, you can't get it open again . . . 

Spine-chilling, blood curdling -
featuring state of the art multi-screen 
graphics in goriest detail. 

INSTRUCTIONS ON REVERSE 
OF THIS INSERT 


